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Cover Story
The London Model Engineering Exhibition 2017

In January IDSME attended the 21st
London Model Engineering Exhibition
at Alexandra Palace. We have had an
exhibition stand at all twenty-one
shows. To mark the show’s 'coming of
age', the organisers arranged a photo
shoot (complete with birthday cake)
before the exhibition opened. This
featured models that had appeared at
the show over the years. Pride of place,
as seen on the front cover, was taken by Vic Barton’s Minnie traction
engine, which had appeared on the IDSME stand at the very first show.

Our stand featured the usual range of exhibits, and photos of this can
be seen inside the front cover, as well as opposite. Making their
appearance for the first time were a pair of large banners featuring the
club badge and photographs of club activities.
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Ashpan Notebook
Subscription Renewals

Membership subscriptions for 2017/18 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £40, while junior
membership is £10. This is an increase from past years and was agreed
at last year’s AGM. The treasurer will be delighted to receive your
subscription sooner rather than later. If you can't get down to the club
to see him in person then you can either pay by electronic transfer into
the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code 20-73-53, Account No.
30548782, your name will serve as the transaction reference) or by
sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham Findlater,
6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE.

Ashpan 113 & 114

Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Summer edition of Ashpan, number 114, is due
to be published in July and so any contributions should be with the
editor by early June. The editor's contact details can be found on the
inside front cover. If you're struggling for ideas for an article for Ashpan,
and, sometime in the last few years, you've given a talk to IDSME
during the winter programme, why not recycle your talk as an article for
the magazine. After all a good many members would not have been able
to attend IDSME when you gave your talk.

IDSME Message Board

IDSME’s online message board is a great way of staying in touch with
what is going on at IDSME if you can’t get down to the club regularly.
Among the recent highlights are the regular ‘drone’ reports from the
Tuesday A-Team meetings, which come to us via ‘drone-wrangler’ Mel
Fuller, and there have also been updates from the Model Railway group.
If you have internet access, but have not already joined the IDSME
Message Board you can do so by going to www.idsme001.proboards.com
and clicking on ‘Create New Account’. The registration process is
straight forward and once your registration is approved (which merely
consists of checking that you are an IDSME member) you will be able to
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access the message board. If you have already registered with the
message board but have forgotten your user name or password, there are
several steps you can take before going to the extreme of re-registering
(which results duplicate accounts existing). If you can remember your
user name but not your password you can go to the login page as normal
and after entering your user name click on ‘Forgot Your Password?’ A
temporary password will then be sent to the email address that the
message board has registered in your profile. The forgotten password
procedure will only work if the email address registered in your profile
on the message board is up to date, and so it is always wise to make sure
you update your Message Board Profile whenever there is a change to
your email address. If you have forgotten your user name then you can
email the Administrator at Ashpan@idsme.co.uk and he can tell you
what your user name is. You can then go through the forgotten password
procedure outlined above.

Exhibitions

IDSME’s recent attendance at the London Model Engineering Exhibition
in January is documented elsewhere in this issue.
The model railway group is busy organising another IDSME model
railway show at the village hall in October. The date is Saturday 21st
October 2017. An appeal for volunteers to assist on the day is likely to be
made soon.

Winter Programme

The winter programme of formal talks concluded at the end of March,
and after a successful couple of years Tom Haynes has stepped down as
programme secretary. A volunteer to take on the task of planning next
winter’s programme is sought. Any volunteers should contact the
chairman.

Progress Report

Over the last few months work has continued on replacing the roof over
the covered area outside the workshop store. Two working parties at the
beginning of February and March saw considerable vegetation clearance,
including one or two trees.
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Timing
By y Hen Walch

For those of us that make, or maintain, any sort of reciprocating engine,
there comes a time when there is a need to set the timing. It does not
matter whether it is an internal combustion engine or a steam engine,
setting the timing requires knowing accurately when the piston is at a
dead centre. In a vertical engine, this is usually top dead centre. If it is a
multi-cylinder internal combustion engine, the timing is usually set when
No 1 piston is at top dead centre. For a horizontal engine, it is usually
front dead centre that is used. If it is a double-acting steam engine, then
both front and back dead centres need to be known to set the valves.
Modern car and motor cycle engines usually have the flywheel marked
with the timing marks, but this has not always been so. This means that
those of us of a more mature age have been brought up to know how to
find the dead centre of an engine accurately. This is easy to do. It does
not involve the use of sophisticated measuring equipment and does not
involve any guess work. It only needs doing once because, once done, the
timing mark is there for future use.

It is always a surprise to me when someone, who you would think would
know better, decides to try and estimate front and/or back dead centre
when setting the valves on a steam locomotive. I don’t care how clever
you think you are, there is no way you can accurately guess an engine's
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dead centre. The same applies when trying to do it with TDI. Matters are
not helped by some of the ideas for finding the dead centre of an engine
that are, from time to time, published in what used to be well thought of
journals. I suppose we of an older generation are to blame for not passing
on the knowhow we learnt as youngsters. The following is my attempt to
try put this right
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a horizontal engine for which
we need to find, accurately, the front dead centre. The first thing to do is
to mark some fixed part of the engine with a permanent reference point,
say a centre pop, marked ‘A’ on the drawing. The next thing to do is to
mark another reference point that allows the piston to be accurately
returned to the same location. On a steam engine, this is usually a
scribed line on the side of a slide bar, ‘B’ on the drawing with another
scribed line on the cross head, ‘C’ on the drawing. With an internal
combustion engine where this would not be possible the cylinder head is
removed and a set depth gauge would be used to set the position of the
piston.

In Figure 2 the engine has been rotated in an anticlockwise direction
until ‘B’ & ‘C’ are in line. A fixed measuring device is now needed so that
a mark (‘D’) can be made on the circumference of the engine wheel or
flywheel at the fixed distance from ‘A’. As it is important that this
distance must be fixed it is usual to make some sort of gauge rather than
rely on some adjustable measuring device.
In Figure 3 (overleaf) the engine is further rotated in an anticlockwise
direction until ‘B’ & ‘C’ are once again in line. If ‘C’ inadvertently passes
‘B’ then the engine must continue to be turned in the same direction for a
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full revolution until ‘B’ & ‘C’ are again in line. The engine must not be
turned back to line up the marks. Using the same set-gauge that was
used to make mark ‘D’ a mark (‘E’) should made on the engine wheel or
flywheel. It is essential that both ‘D’ & ‘E’ are the same distant from ‘A’.
The halfway point on the circumference of the wheel or flywheel between
marks ‘D’ & ‘E’ now needs to be found and marked (‘F’). This should
again be some form of permanent mark such as a centre pop mark.
‘D’ & ‘E’ need not be permanent marks.
In Figure 4 the engine is further rotated in an anticlockwise direction
until the distance between ‘A’ & ‘F’ are exactly the same as the fixed
gauge. This position is the exact front dead centre of the engine. As
points ‘A’ & ‘F’ are permanently marked, and the fixed gauge is carefully
stored, the front dead centre can easily be found, if needed, in the future.
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To find the back dead centre the above procedure is followed but using
another set of marks on the wheel.
I know the above is a bit long winded but that is the way to find the dead
centre of an engine. Things are often not so easy on a multi cylinder
internal combustion engine, but the principle is the same. It is the way
that the dead centres are found on railway engines, both large and small,
to set the valves. Trying to find the dead centre with a TDI is a waste of
time as when the piston reaches the end of its stroke it is stationary for a
time but the crank is still turning and it is the position of the crank that
is used to set the timing.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Railway Administration
During its many years of existence British Rail undertook many economy
drives. During one such exercise the story is told of several high-ranking
officials who toured BR headquarters to find out how many employees
could be made redundant in the interests of economy.
Seeing a man with a file strolling down the corridor, the officials asked
him his name. “Smith,” he replied. They asked him in what department
he worked. He said he did not work in any department. They asked him
where he was working. He said: “Nowhere.” Finally, they asked him what
he did. He replied very briefly, “Nothing.”
The officials thanked Mr. Smith, took their leave and almost immediately
met Mr. Jones. To him they put the same questions and received exactly
the same answers.
It was after Mr. Jones had departed that one of the officials turned to the
others and observed: “That’s the real trouble with this organisation – too
much duplication.”
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Signal BoxWindows 2.0
By Graeme Vickery

Constructing buildings for model railways invariably involves etched
windows with, often, delicate framing. I have on many occasions glued
glazing material to painted window frames and found the glue has crept
out around the frames, or the glue has clouded the glazing material.
This of course detracts from the appearance of the finished model.

I am currently building the signal box for Marlow. It will be the only
building on the layout that will not be a slavish representation of the
prototype. Why? Because Churchward Models (now owned by Phoenix
Precision Paints) produce a very nice GWR signal box kit. It is not a true
copy of the one at Marlow, but unless you are in the know, it is a close
enough representation. The kit did require a bit of butchery to ensure
the stairs were located on the correct end, and I will be making my own
guttering and downpipes, with slates for the roof produced on my friend's
laser cutter using thin card.

Unusually for kits of buildings, this one is produced in etched brass
rather than the more normal moulded plastic or card. It is making up
into a lovely model. I have put it together using my resistance soldering
iron and solder paste. This method avoids much of the cleaning and
removal of solder that strays from joints. I was delighted after I had
sprayed it in grey primer that there was no trace of any solder -
something that normally shows up like a sore thumb on anything
sprayed in primer. Having primed it, I was less delighted to discover that
the signalbox did not take kindly to being knocked onto the floor and I
had resort to super-gluing a couple of bits back on. Grrrr!!!

But having got it to grey primer the next stage was to paint the etched
windows. This I did with white primer which takes me back to the start
of the article. How to attach the glazing material whist avoiding the
possibility of glue straying beyond the delicate frames. The answer lay in
the use of Spray Mount. Simply place the frames on a sheet of paper.
Give it a very quick spray and then press onto the glazing material and
leave to dry. Spray mount is very tacky so use a fresh piece of paper for
each window. Once dry cut out each window with a sharp blade from the
glazing material. The end result is very tidy. Once I have painted the
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box I will insert the windows, detail the interior, stick on the roof and
add guttering and down pipes to complete.
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Resignalling IDSME
Plans are being prepared to replace the existing signalling system on our
miniature railway. The following is a summary of a presentation,
describing what is planned, that was made to members at a club night in
January.

A Little History

IDSME’s first signalling system dated from more or less the ground level
track’s opening in 1969. It consisted of colour light signals and track
circuits, with points being operated electrically. The system operated

Figure One
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semi-automatically and was controlled
from a small signalbox located roughly
where the grinding room in the
workshop now is. Although in use for a
number of years, it fell into disuse
because extensive track works were
carried out in the late 1970s to put the
track onto a concrete base and this
disrupted the track circuits.
IDSME’s second signalling system
(figures 2 & 3) was brought into use in
connection with the opening of the track
extension to the station, which opened
in 1982. The system was simple in
concept. On the approach to each point
there were one or two track-side press
switches, which the driver of an
approaching train hit with his hand.

Figure Three: Mid-July 1983 running day. Note the driver's press switch
on the left. The signal box now stands in more or less the same spot.

Figure Two: IDSME's No. 2
signalling system, located in the
'President's Palace'. This area
is now part of the OO room.
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This would set and lock the points for the desired route using compressed
air, and the train could proceed. Beyond the points was another press
switch which the driver would operate (if he remembered) and this would
unlock the points again ready for them to be set by the driver of the next
train.
In general, there were no signals on this system (although there were two
station starting signals) but there were plans to enhance the system
which may have seen more signals introduced. In the event, nothing
came of these plans, principally because of the clubhouse fire in 1984.
Although the system was not damaged, we did lose the air compressor
and so the system became redundant as all the points had to be hand
worked for the whole of the
1984 running season.
When a new air compressor
was finally available, the
points were controlled
directly from hand operated
valves located at strategic
points. Permission to proceed
was given by the means of
hand signals. It did require
signalmen stupid enough to
stand out in the open in all
weathers. Eventually the one
seen in figure four got so fed
up he built himself a signal
box to stand in.
The present signalling system
was installed in 1995/96
concurrently with the
construction of the inner
main line. It is therefore now
more than twenty years old
and has thus lasted more
than twice as long as any of
its predecessors. It is now,
however beginning to show
its age, with a constant
stream of minor problems
requiring attention. Figure Four: Fair weather signalman
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Figures Five & Six: Building the signal box.
Note the rural setting that it then enjoyed.
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Figure seven shows the main relay box. As you can see access is not easy.
In fact, we are not sure how the original installers managed to wire all
this up. There are approximately 1,100 terminal pins in the box on the
right, with wires soldered to them on both sides of the mounting board.
We have been extremely fortunate that no wires have broken off from the
back of the boards as they are completely inaccessible.
The risk of a catastrophic failure which renders the signalling system
unusable is probably increasing. The photograph in figure twelve (inside
rear cover) was taken on the June 2014 running day when a fault
rendered the main signalbox inoperative for about twenty-five minutes at
the start of the running day. The cause of the above fault has never been
found because the wires attached to these terminal pins on the other side
of the board are inaccessible and have never been inspected, and we dare
not move the board to do so. On that occasion, the fault went away of its
own accord and the system started functioning again despite the
appearance above. Nevertheless, a partial rewiring was carried out to
bypass this section of wiring without disturbing it. The full story can be
found in Ashpan No. 105.

Figure Seven: The main relay box
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The reasons for installing a new signalling system can be summarised as
follows:

• The condition of the existing system is poor mainly due to age
• The current system is difficult to maintain as access is difficult
• A planned replacement now is preferable to a rushed replacement

following a catastrophic failure.

The scope of the work will encompass
• Replacement of the core wiring and relays
• Replacement of colour light signals
• Replacement of cabling
We will look at each of these in more detail shortly

Some parts of the existing system will be retained and these include:
• Semaphore Signals
• Signal boxes controls (i.e. Levers)
• Station Departure Signalling (only installed in 2012)
• Track Switches
• Level Crossings

Relay Boxes

In replacing the core wiring and relays it is being proposed that there
will be seven relay boxes distributed around the railway as shown in
figure eight. Each box will control the signals and points in its immediate
vicinity. One of the advantages of this distributed system is that it
reduces the lengths of cable linking track side equipment to the
controlling relays. In the present signalling system, all track switches
and signals are wired back to the one relay box near Marsh Junction
signalbox and it is believed that the length of the cabling may play a part
in the unreliability of distant parts of the system.
The box pictured in figure nine is the one provided for the station
departure signalling a few years ago. As you can see it is a lot less
crowded than the other existing boxes and nothing is inaccessibly hidden
around the back. It is envisaged that each new box would be similar in
appearance. One of the justifications for having seven relay boxes instead
of one is to allow more space for access for maintenance and fault
diagnosis. Each box can be wired up away from IDSME before
installation, with only incoming cable connections being made later.
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Figure Eight (above): Diagram
showing approximate locations
of proposed relay boxes.
(Numbered circles 1 to 7)

Figure Nine (right): The relay
box controlling the present
station departure signalling,
installed in 2012. Note how
much less crowded it is
compared to the box shown in
figure seven. This relay box is to
be retained
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Conduit System
The conduit system carries much of the existing signalling cables and it
is envisaged that the same will be true for the new system. However,
improvements are required to facilitate this. We need to:
• Confirm current system layout and configuration
• Identify and label existing wiring in conduit (not everything

within the conduit is connected with the signalling system)
• Extend the conduit system to the proposed locations of the relay

boxes and fill in any gaps in the system.
• Identify how cabling to trackside equipment is to enter and leave

conduit system.
• Refurbish existing chambers and replace corroded covers
It is envisaged that cabling in the conduit system will fall into three main
categories
• Low voltage power supply cables to all relay cabinets (arranged in

a Ring Main)
• Interlinking cables, carrying signalling circuits from one relay

cabinet to another
• Trackside equipment cables linking track switches, points, signals

etc. to their controlling relay cabinet.

The last presents the greatest challenge as these cables will need to exit
from the conduit
system at the point
closest to the
equipment to which
they are connected in
order to maximise
their protection from
rampant gardeners
and other wild life.
Such access will need
to be created and the
existing points of
egress for signalling
cables are most likely
not suitable because
of the way they were
first installed. Figure Ten: Conduit system partially under water
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Colour Light Signals

The existing colour light signals
are most likely going to be
replaced on a like for like basis.
The reason for replacement is
that it is almost impossible to get
inside the existing signal heads as
the securing screws have rusted
solid, and these have to be drilled
out. This results in a certain
amount of damage to the
faceplate of the signal and it has
to be secured back in position
with cable ties. There are already
several such ‘modified’ signals on
the railway.
It is intended to replace the
existing filament lamps with LED
lamps which should have a much
longer life, and to do this access to
all the signal heads is necessary.
This is also necessary in order to
connect up the new cabling.
Replacing all colour light signals
should result in a uniform
appearance and make maintenance possible by ensuring easy access
inside signal heads.
Since new signals are likely to be required, some alterations are
proposed:
• Reduce the number of signals on the inner main line by one, and

reposition one other signal to compensate
• Introduce four aspect signals on approach to Khazi Junction to

give earlier warning of red signals at the entrance to short tunnel
• Remove M & S and replace with prototypical colour light splitting

distant. (See figure 13)
• Replace dual Khazi Junction signal heads with one including a

position light junction indicator
• Replace shunt signal at steaming bay entrance with full junction

signal as per Khazi Junction.

Figure Eleven
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Installation

It is planned that the new system will be installed alongside the existing
system as far as possible, with a single changeover from one system to
the other. This is preferred to the alternative of introducing the new
system in stages as it avoids the need to try and interface old and new
systems.
As much installation work as possible will be done before any of the old
system is removed. This will include:

• Construction and installation of relay cabinets
• New Colour Light signal manufacture and installation
• Cable installation

It is envisaged that the changeover will take place between running
seasons to ensure maximum time available to achieve this.
This work will include

• Transfer control of points to new system
• Disconnect trackside equipment (e.g. track switches) from old

system and reconnect to new
• Disconnect signalbox equipment (e.g. levers) from old system and

reconnect to new
• Transfer certain existing equipment to new relay cabinets.

(Semaphore signal solenoid valves)
• Alter air lines to suit new equipment locations
• Test new system

The changeover represents the key task in the resignalling which, once
begun, has a definite deadline, and the aim of leaving us with a working
signalling system that is functionally similar to the current one. Once
this objective is achieved it is envisaged that certain enhancements will
be made which will make the new system better than the old. These
enhancements will not be subject to time pressure in the same way as the
changeover, and will include things such as a new signalbox diagram for
Marsh Junction signal box, which shows the whole railway, and also a
signalbox diagram for Khazi Junction which will show approaching
trains.
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Other Work

There are one or two associated projects which can be, or need to be,
undertaken, but which are not dependent on the resignalling proceeding
successfully. Thus, they can be undertaken before, during or after the
resignalling. Top of the list in this regard is full refurbishment of the
existing semaphore signals. In recent years, the air cylinders which
operate the signals have begun to give trouble. The signal lenses have
also faded significantly, to the extent that they more often than not show
a white light instead of green or yellow. The arms and signal posts could
probably benefit from a repaint and then of course there is the
semaphore signal that is incorrectly configured and really should have an
extra arm added…

What Happens Next

An inspection of the conduit system earlier this year has revealed that
some of it is unsuitable for future use and work on this part of the project
may need to be more extensive than first thought. Parts of the system are
heavily congested with existing cables, while other parts are under water
(at least in the winter months), or obstructed by vegetation that has
penetrated the pipes.
At the time of writing, detailed wiring design work is proceeding. If you
have any thoughts on features of the system that you think ought to be
included, now is the time to mention them. You will probably get one of
four answers:
• We’ve already thought of that and included it in the design
• We’ve already thought of that but have not included it because…
• We hadn’t thought of that but it seems a good idea
• We hadn’t thought of that but we can’t incorporate it because…

Following on from the presentation at the club night, there seems to be
general support from members for the project to go ahead. Once the final
design is complete it should be possible to come up with an estimate of
the costs and these will go to the committee for final approval.
It will then be possible to create a plan of work, and volunteers sought to
carry some of this out. In particular, an early start on sorting out the
conduit system would seem desirable, but there are other parts which
could be carried out at home, such as the manufacture of replacement
signal heads, to the specification of the chief signal engineer.
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Figure Twelve: Burnt wiring in
signalbox equipment case, showing

its inaccessible location

Figure Thirteen: Different configurations of signals

3 Aspect Signals Splitting Distant Khazi Jnc Sig. S. Bay Entry Sig
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